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0. Introduction

Let G be a separated group scheme over a base scheme S. Let corls be the sheaf of
left invariant differentials of G. Let i: X - S be a separated morphism. Our main
result of section 1 is the following

THEOREM. Let p: G xs X ~ X be an action of G on X. Then

(i) There is a canonical complex induced by p:

(ii) The identity map of Ox induces a (unique) canonical Ox-linear map
03A9X/S ~ DRp, which is surjective when p is free.

(iii) Let q¿ p be the sheaf of p-invariant derivations. Then p induces a canonical map
Lie(G/S) ~ q¿ p of sheaves of Lie algebras over Os.

Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p &#x3E; 0. A finite group
scheme G over k is called infinitesimal (or "local", in the terminology of [9]) if it
has only one point. The main result of section 2 is

THEOREM. Let G be an infinitesimal group scheme over k. Let X be a smooth
projective variety over k with a free action of G such that dim(X)  rankk COG
Suppose that either

(i) X is ordinary and p &#x3E; 2; or

(ii) Pic(X) is reduced, G is commutative and the Cartier dual of G is also

infinitesimal.

Then X is an abelian variety.

There is an example which shows that the condition p &#x3E; 2 is necessary in case

(i).

* This is the first part of a series of research work started in Chicago. I wish to thank Professor Niels
Nygaard for his very helpful discussion with me.
**Partially supported by NSF of USA, grant number DMS8601573.
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1. Calculus of group scheme actions

Let n: G ~ S be a group scheme together with multiplication m: G xs G, unit
section o: S ~ G and inverse i: G ~ G (over S). We will always assume that 03C0 is
separated, or equivalently, that o is a closed immersion. Let aY be the ideal sheaf
of o. Denote by 03C9G/S ~ 0* JI the sheaf of (left) invariant differentials.

Let i: X ~ S be a separated morphism. By an action of G on X we mean a
morphism p: G xs X ~ X such that

(i) 03C1(idG xs 03C1) = 03C1  (m xs idx): G xs X xs X ~ X;
(ii) p o (o xs idx) = idx: X S xs X -+ X.

We will always denote a = (p, pr2): G xs X ~ X xs X. We say p is free if a is a
closed immersion, and p is transitive if a is smooth and onto.

LEMMA 1.1. Let 03C4: X ~ S be a separated morphism and 03C0: G ~ S be a group
scheme. Then an action p: G xs X ~ X induces a canonical map of Ox-modules

which is surjective when p is free.
Proof. Look at the following commutative diagram

where i = o xs idx. Let X (resp., ’, M) be the ideal sheaf of A (resp., i, o). Then
we have an exact sequence

Apply pr1. Since the left square of (2) is cartesian and o has a section, (3) splits
locally over 7r - 1 Os. Hence the first row of the following diagram is again exact:
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Therefore pr*1 M ~ f ’. Next we apply a* to 0 ~  ~ Ox XSX ~ A* Ox ~ 0. Since
0394*OX ~ a*(i*OX) we have

This induces 03B1*F ~ ’. Now applying i* we get

Finally, when a is a closed immersion, f is an isomorphism, hence 03B1*  ’
which implies that Qkjs  03C4*03C9G/S. 0

Suppose that an action p: G xs X ~ X is given. For an open affine subset
V c S, let U = 03C4-1(V). We say that a derivation D ~Ders(Ox)(U) is p-invariant if
the following diagram is commutative:

The sheaf of p-invariant derivations (as a sheaf of Os-modules) will be denoted
by -9,. Clearly P¿ p is quasi-coherent.
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LEMMA 1.2. An action p induces a canonical map of Os-Lie algebras:

Proof. Let d: OX ~ 03A91X/S be the universal derivation. Let 03B2 = (03C1  pr12,
03C1  pr13): G xs X xs X ~ X xs X. Then the following diagram is cartesian:

Imitating the proof of Lemma 1.1, we see that fi induces a map

denoted by 03B2*, by abuse of notation. It is easy to check that the following
diagram is commutative:

Indeed, since d is induced by pri - pr2: Ox - 03A3-1OXxsX, we need only check
that poprll = Pr1  03B2 and 03C1  pr13 = pr2 03B2.
Now consider an open subset U c X as in the above definition of p-invariant

derivations. Without losing generality we may assume that U = X. By (11), a
section D ~ E03C1(X) corresponds to an Ox-linear map D : 03A91X/S ~ Ox such that the
following diagram is commutative:

Let D be a global section of Hom Os(03C9G/S, OS) ~ Lie(G/S). Define Í5 =
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03C4*() a*: 03A91X/S ~ 03C4*03C9G/S ~ Ox. Then D is p-invariant by the following commu-
tative diagram:

where À* is induced by 03BB = (prl, poprI3): G xs G xs X ~ G xs X together with
the following commutative diagram:

and v* is induced by v = (prl, 03C1  (m  (i  pr1, pr2), po pr13), pr3):

together with the following cartesian diagram:

The upper triangle of (13) commutes by the definition of D. The three maps of
the lower triangle are all OG-linear, so we need only check the commutativity of
the lower triangle on 1 p ails, which also comes from the definition of D. The
left parallelogram commutes since a 0 À = po v. The commutativity of the right
parallelogram is obvious (a change of coefficients). Thus the commutativity of
(13) is checked.
Now we get a map Lie(G/S) - Dp sending D to Do d. Clearly this map is OS-

linear. To check that this is a map of Lie algebras, we first note that for any
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global section D of om Os(03C9G/S, OS) corresponding to D of q¿ p and D’ of
Lie(G/S), the following diagram is commutative:

Since p* is injective, given D’, D is uniquely determined by (16). By (13), to check
the commutativity of (16), we need only check the commutativity of the
following diagram:

where 03C3* is induced by Q = (prl, m  (pr2, pr 1), pr3):

It reduces to checking that p  pr13  03C3 = pr2  03B1  03BB, and that 03C1  pr23  03C3=

pr l 0 a 0 À.
Suppose D 1, 2 ~ Homos (03C9G/S, Os) correspond to Di, D2 ~ 0393(Dp) and D’1,

D’2~0393(Lie(G/S)) respectively. Then (16) shows that D1  D2 = (-D1)(-D2) is
uniquely determined by 03C1*pr2*(D’1) 03C1*pr*2(D’2) = 03C1*pr*2(D’2D’2). Also D2  D1 is
determined by 03C1*pr*2(D’2  D’1). Hence [Di, D2] is determined by 03C1*pr*2([D’1, D’2]),
or in other words, [Di, D’2] maps to [Di, D2] under Lie(G/S) ~ D03C1. D

REMARK 1.3. In the case when X = G and p = m, Lemma 1.1 recovers the

well-known isomorphism 03A91G/S ~ 03C0*03C9G/S. Also Lemma 1.2 recovers the well-
known isomorphism omos(03A9G/S, Os) ::+ Lie(G/S), whose inverse is defined by
D ~0*()(D =   d). We leave to the reader to check the details of this.
To set up the complex DR03C1, we need to use the following definition of exterior

differentials.
Let P’X = Ox ~os Ox, Px = 0394-1 Oxxsx. Then there is an obvious homomor-

phism t:P’X ~PX sending a Q b to 0394-1(pr*1(a) ·pr*2(b)). Thus the following
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diagram commutes:

where 03BC is the multiplication map: 03BC(a 0 b) = ab. Let  = ker(A*), ’ = ker(03BC).
Then for any positive integer n, the map P’X/’n ~ PX/n induced by t is an
isomorphism. Furthermore, Px/n is quasi-coherent (and is coherent if X is
noetherian). Denote PnX = PX/n. In the following, Px, P’X and PnX will be viewed
as left Ox-modules.

Let d": ~n+1os Ox ~ ~n+2os Ox be defined by

Since ~n+1os OX ~ ~noxP’X, n can be viewed as a map ~noxP’X~~n+1ox P’X. It
is easy to check that n induces a map dn : ~nox P1X ~ ~n+1ox pi. Also dn induces a
map n: nOx P1X ~n+1Ox P1X. Clearly we have a canonical exact sequence:

which splits over Ox. Hence we have an exact sequence

We now show that n(03A9nX/s) ~ 03A9n+1X/S. We need only check on a set of generators
of Qijs over Os. Let co be a section of ~n-1Ox X, and a be a section of OX. Then
03C9’ = 1 ~ a - a ~ 1 is a section of f. We have

Passing to dn, we get d"(w 039B da) = n- 1(îo) A da for any section  of Wxl7s’. This
shows that dn(QXIS) c Qxtsi by induction. Thus dn induces dn : x 03A9n+1X/S
which obviously coincides with the classical definition of the exterior differential
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map. It is also easy to check that the map 03A9n-1X/S ~ Q1/s induced by dn on (21) is
equal to dn-1, but we will not use this fact.

REMARK 1.4. Let Pn,X = 0394n- IOXn, where Xn is the fiber product of (n + 1)
copies of X (indexed from 0 to n) over S, and 0394n: X - X n is the diagonal map.
Let 03C4n,i: Xn+1 ~ X n (0  i  n + 1) be the projection to all except the i th factors.
Then dn is also induced by 03A3n+1i=0 (-1)i03C4*n,i: P n,X --+ P .
Now we go back to the action p. We define the following morphisms from

G xsn.t.l xs G xs X (the copies of G’s being indexed from 0 to n) to

G xs  xs G xs X. Denote by Pn,i (0  i  n) the projection to all except the ith
factors. Let = (m  (pro, 1 ° prn), ... , m ° (prn-1, 1 ° prn), 03C1  Prn,n + 1).
Again denote ff = ker(o*). Let O1G = 0-1(OG/M2). Then we have an exact

sequence

which gives an exact sequence

Let n:~nos O1G~os OX ~ ~n+1os~osOx be the map induced by
03A3ni=0(-1)ip*n,i +(-1)n+1v*n (using the trick of Remark 1.4). We leave to the
reader to check that this definition makes sense.

It is easy to see that (5n induces a map

Let us show that

LEMMA 1.5. Let a be a section of M. Then

(i) m*(a)-a~1-1~ a is a section of pr*1(M). pr*2(M);
(ii) i*(a) + a is a section of M2.

Proof (i) Since (3) splits locally over 03C0-1 OS, it is easy to see that the following
sequence is exact:
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Since a is a section of M, m*(a) is a section of ker(o*G XSG), so are a Q 1 and 1 p a.
But

Hence m*(a) - a ~ 1 - 1 ~ a is a section of pr*1(M)·pr2(M).
(ii) Let 03BC = m  (idG, l). Then 03BC  0394G = O03C0. By (i), 03BC*(a) = a ~ 1 + 1 ~

l*(a) + b, where b is a section of pr*1(M). pr*2(M). Therefore

Let Q)o,..., 03C9n-1 be sections of WGIS, and b be a section of Ox. By direct
calculation using Lemma 1.5 we get

The last row of (27) maps to 0 in noS 1 O1G ~ Os Ox. This shows that

Hence 3,, induces a map
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Next we check that bn 0 bn-l = 0. It is enough to check that n  n-1 = 0. By
the definition of n, n  n-1 is equal to the sum of the following terms

(28) is obviously equal to 0. (29) cancels (30) since vn-1 pn,i =pn-1,i vn
(0  i  n - 1). Finally, one checks that Vn - 1 0 Pnn = Vn-l 0 v", which shows that
(31) cancels (32).
Now we can define a map Qijs - DR, by letting the map of degree n be

where Il: is induced by

To check the commutativity 03BC*n+1 dn=03B4n  03BCn*, one need only check that
1:n,i 03BCn+1 = Iln  Pn,i (0  i  n) and 03C4n,n+1  Iln+ 1 = Iln o vn, which are clear. Since

03A3n+1X/S is generated by dn(S2X/s) over °x, we see that there is only one Ox-linear
map 03A9X/s ~ DRp whose degree zero map is the identity.
Summarizing, we get

THEOREM 1.6. Let p: G xs X ~ X be an action of G on X. Then

(i) There is a canonical complex induced by p:

(ii) The identity map of Ox induces a (unique) canonical Ox-linear map
03A9X/S ~ DR03C1, which is surjective when p is free.

(iii) Let D03C1 be the sheaf of p-invariant derivations. 7hen p induces a canonical map
Lie(G/S) ~ Dp of sheaves of Lie algebras over Os.
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COROLLARY 1.7. If mGIS is flat, then p induces a canonical spectral sequence

REMARK 1.8. We conjecture that

if G is commutative. When X = G and p = m, (36) is well-known in some special
cases. In fact, (36) is true at least in most of the cases. Indeed, if Co is a section of

co,,Is, then 1 (03C9 (8) 1) = (m*(03C9) - 03C9 ~ 1 - 1 ~ 03C9) ~ 1 which is symmetric when
G is commutative. Hence ôl(co (D 1) = 0 when either S has characteristic away
from 2 (i.e., 2 has an inverse in r(Os)) or 03C9G/S is locally free.

2. Free actions

Let S be a scheme over a field k of characteristic p &#x3E; 0. Then a noetherian group
scheme G over S is called infinitesimal (or "local", in the terminology of [9, p.
136]) if JI = ker(o*) is nilpotent, or equivalently, FnG/S = 0 for some n, where
FnG/S: G ~ G(p") is the (relative) n th power of the Frobenius morphism.
EXAMPLE 2.1. Suppose G is an infinitesimal group scheme over k such that
rankk(cvG) = 1, and k is algebraically closed. Then G must be isomorphic to one
of the following Gi,n’s (here we follow the notation of [5]):

and l*(x) = - x when p &#x3E; 2 (see [12] for another description). In particular, G is
commutative. We have some special cases: 03BCp ~ G11,0, 03B1p ~ GL1, and

ker(pE) ~ G21,1 for a supersingular elliptic curve E.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be a smooth complete curve over k. Let G be a
nontrivial connected group scheme over k. If there exists a free action of G on X,
then g(X) = 1. In particular, when k is algebraically closed, if X has a free action
of IIp (resp., ap), then X is an ordinary (resp., supersingular) elliptic curve.

Proof Since G is non-trivial, roG 1= 0. But 03A91X is locally free of rank 1. Hence
by Lemma 1.1 we must have rankk(cvG) = 1 and (1) of section 1 is an

isomorphism, i.e., Q1X ~ Ox. For the last statement we need the following
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LEMMA 2.3. Let X ~ S be an abelian scheme and G ~ S be a noetherian group
scheme with connected fibers. Let p be an action of G on X. Then

h = po (idG xs ox): G - X is a homomorphism and p = mx 0 (h xs idx). In part-
icular, if there is a section s: S ~ X of X ~ S such that p 0 (idG xs s) is a closed
immersion, then h embeds G into X as a closed subgroup scheme.

Proof. Let g = p - mX  (h xS idX): G xS X ~ X. Then we have go(oG xS idX)
= 0: X~ X. Since G ~ S has connected fibers, by rigidity, we see that g factors

through pr1. However, for the zero section ox, we have go(idG xsox)=
h - mx 0 (h xs ox) = 0: G ~ X. Hence g = 0, or p = mx 0 (h xs idx).
Now we check that h is a homomorphism. We have

Finally, if we have a closed immersion po (idG xs s), then applying the trans-
lation by s we see that h is also a closed immersion since

P o (idG xs s) = mx o (h xs s). D

We now try to generalize Proposition 2.2.

LEMMA 2.4. Let e:  ~ X be an étale covering over S. Let G be an infinitesimal
group scheme over S. Suppose that p is an action of G on X. Then p can be
(uniquely) lifted to an action of G on X .

Proof. Let Y be the pull-back of e x s e: X xs  ~ X x s X and

Then we have a cartesian diagram:

Hence 03B2(Y)= (e xS e)-1 (0394x) ~ Ag. Let Yo be the component of Y such that
03B2(Y0) = 0394. Then y 1 y is étale of degree n, where n = deg(e). Let

We claim that y is a closed immersion. To show this we need only check on
closed fibers over X, which is clear.
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Since Yo and G x. 1 are both flat over G xs X of the same degree, we see that
Il is an isomorphism. Let

Then it is easy to see that the following diagram is commutative:

Let us check that p is an action. We need to show that

as maps of Ox-modules. By the standard argument of formal completion, this is
reduced to

LEMMA 2.5. Let X ~ S be an abelian scheme of dimension g. Let f be an
endomorphism of X such that (idx + f)n = idx for some n &#x3E; 0. Suppose that f
factors through FrX/S for some r &#x3E; g + 1. Then f = 0.

Proof. We may assume that n is prime, by induction.
Suppose f 1= 0. Then there exists m  r such that f factors through FXIs but

not Fm+1X/S. Let f = h  FmX/S. Expand (idx + f)n:

Cancel idx. Then we can cancel F’ls since it is an isogeny. We get

for some h1 ··· hn-l. Hence ker(F) c ker(nh). There are two possible cases:
(i) n 1= p. Take s, t ~ Z such that tn + sp = 1. Then

contrary to our choice of h.
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(ii) n = p. Denote by V the Verschiebung morphism of X. Since ker(V) is
contained in the kernel of every but possibly the last term in (8), it must be

contained in ker(hn-1  Fm(n-1) also. Clearly ker(V) c ker(V)red x ker(Fg). Hence
the kernel of the right hand side of (8) is contained in ker(F2  V) = ker(pF).
Canceling p in (8) we see that h factors through F, again contrary to our choice of
h. D

REMARK 2.6. In any case, it is never necessary to assume that r &#x3E; g + 1. For

example, if X is ordinary, then we can take r = 1 when p &#x3E; 2, and r = 2 when

p=2.
In the following, we assume that k is algebraically closed. We will use the

definition of an ordinary variety over k introduced by Illusie and Raynaud ([4]).
If X is smooth projective of dimension g over k such that 03A91X ~ O~gX, then X is
ordinary if and only if its Frobenius induces a non-degenerate map on Hg(X, Ox)
([7, p. 193]).

THEOREM 2.7. Let X be an ordinary smooth projective variety of dimension g
over a field k of characteristic p &#x3E; 2. Let G be a connected group scheme over k

such that rankk03C9G  g. Suppose there is a free action p of G on x. Then

(i) X is an ordinary abelian variety;
(ii) G can be viewed as a closed subgroup scheme of X acting on X by translation.

1 n particular, G is projective and commutative;
(iii) If G is infinitesimal, then G ~ 03BCpl1 x - - - x 03BCplg for some positive integers

l1,..., lg.

If ch(k) = 2, the statement is also true with an additional assumption that the
structure ring of ker(F2G/k) has rank at least p2g over k.

Proof. By taking ker(F2G/k) instead of G, we may assume that G is infinitesimal.
(By Lemma 2.3, p induces a homomorphism G ~ X, which is a closed

immersion ~ 03C9X  03C9G ~ 03C9ker(F2G/K) ~ ker(F2G/k) ~ X is a closed immersion.) By
Lemma 1.1, we have 03A91X ~ orge Then by [7, Theorem 1], there is an ordinary
abelian variety X together with a free action of a finite étale group scheme G’
such that X ~ X/G’. Let 03B6:  ~ X be the projection. By Lemma 2.4, p can be
lifted to an action p on X. Then by Lemma 2.4, G can be viewed as a closed
subgroup scheme of X such that p = m|GXS, and ker(F/k) c G. (In the case
when p = 2, the additional assumption guarantees that ker(F2/k) c G.)

Let ~ e G’. Then the following diagram is commutative:
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where ~ = idG XS Indeed, to check that ~   = po (idG xs 0), we need only
check that 03B6  ~  = 03B6    (idG xs ~) by the standard argument of formal
completion.

Therefore ~|G = ~(0) + idG . Let 03C8= ~- ~(0). Suppose ~n = idg. Then since
03C8(0) = 0 and 03C8n = ~n + constant, we must have 03C8n = idg. Let f= 03C8 - idg.
Then f|G = 0, so f factors through F gjk (resp., F gjk when p = 2). Now by Lemma
2.5 and Remark 2.6, we have f = 0. Hence 0 is a translation. Therefore G’ can be
viewed as a subgroup scheme of X acting via m. Hence /G’ is also an abelian
variety. The remaining statements come from Lemma 2.3. D

EXAMPLE 2.8 (cf. [3]). Let E be an ordinary elliptic curve over a field k of
characteristic p = 2. Let a E E be a closed point of order 2. Let X = E x E. Then
X has a closed subgroup scheme G ~ yp x yp. Let G’ = Z/2Z = (0, 1). Let 0
correspond to idx and 1 correspond to the isomorphism (x, y) ~ (-x,y + a) of
X. This defines a free action of G’ on X. The action of G (by translation)
commutes with the action of G’ since idJlp = -id03BCp. Let Y= X/G’. Then the
action of G on X induces a free action of G on Y But clearly Y is not an abelian
variety.

Therefore we really need the additional condition in Theorem 2.7 in the case
when p = 2.
For a smooth projective variety X over k, we denote by Pic’(X) (following

[10, p. 85]) the subscheme of Pic(X) representing the following functor

((k-schemes)) ~ ((abelian groups))

T ~ {invertible sheaves F on X x T with numerical class 0
such that F|{x} x T ~ 0 Tl

where x is a fixed closed point of X. Denote by X the component of Pic(X)
containing 0 with the reduced induced scheme structure. Then Pic’(X) is a

projective group scheme and X is an abelian variety. There is an invertible sheaf

Fx on X x X representing the following functor:

((k-varieties)) ~ ((abelian groups))

T H {invertible sheaves F on X x T with Néron-Severi class 0
such that F|{x} ~ OT}.

Denote by X = Pict(X) and 9x the Poincaré sheaf on X x X. Then Fx induces
a canonical morphism Ilx: X --+ X such that (Ilx x id)*x ~Fx.

Let f : X - Y be a morphism of smooth projective varieties over k. Then f
induces : ~  such that (idx x)*Fx ~ ( f x id)*FY, and 1 induces
1:À - Î such that (idg x )*PX ~ (x idy)*9y. The following diagram is
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commutative:

Indeed, we have

Therefore Ily 0 f =   px by the universality of 9 y.
In particular, if f is the relative Frobenius FX/k : X ~ X ~ X(p), then  ~ g(P),

Î ai (p) and  = Fflk . Indeed, we have the following commutative diagram:

Hence

where V/k is the relative Verschiebung morphism. Therefore FX/k = V/k by the
universality of FX .
Now suppose that X has a free action p of a finite commutative group scheme

G and f is the quotient of p. In this case we have
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LEMMA 2.9. Let K = ker(). Then there is an epimorphism h: G ~ K such that
the following diagram is commutative:

where mi denotes the multiplication of X restricted to K x X, by abuse of
notation. Furthermore, G (the Cartier dual of G) can be viewed as a closed
subgroup scheme of Pict(Y), and h is an isomorphism if G is contained in Y.

Proof. We know that there exists 03BB: G x X  X xY X such that pr1  03BB = p,
prl 0 À = pr2. Also there exists : K x   X x  such that pr1   = mi,
pr2   = pr2 ([9, p. 112]). Therefore we get j : G x X - K x À such that the
following diagram is commutative:

The above says that pr2  03BE = Ilx 0 pr2, m  03BE = Ilx 0 p. The induced morphism
G x X ~ Spec(0393(OGxX)) ~ G is simply the first projection. Similarly,
K x f -+ Spec(r(OK x)) ~ K is the first projection. Therefore we get a morph-
ism h: G - K induced by 0393(OKx) ~ 0393(OGxX) such that pr1 O 03BE = h  pr1. This
means that 03BE = h x px and the following diagram is commutative:

We claim that h is a homomorphism. We have
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Hence m  (mK  (h x h) x 03BCX) = m  ((h  mG) x 03BCx), Canceling Ilx on both sides
we get mK  (h x h) = A o mG, which shows that h is a homomorphism.
Now we show that h is an epimorphism. Using the argument of [9, p. 144],

one sees that there exists a canonical isomorphism ~: G ..:+. ker(Pic(Y) ~ Pic(X)).
Since G is torsion, ’1( G) c Pic03C4(Y). Hence  ~ ker(Pic03C4(Y) ~ Pic’(X». Therefore
ker( f ) = ’1(G) ~  ~ K. Hence ker() ~ K is a quotient of G. Let

H = ker(G ~ ker()). Let X’ = X/H. Then by functoriality we have

ker(’ ~ ) = 0, hence ’ ~ , ’ ~ X . Therefore px factors through X’, hence
H c ker(h). It is enough to show that ker(h) = H. Let Y’ = X/ker(h). Let
g: X ~ Y’, f’: Y’ - Y be the projections. We have a commutative diagram:

Hence px factors through Y’. Therefore fix factors through g. However, clearly
we have Î1-x = idX, so g is an isomorphism. Hence ker() = ker( f’). Since

deg(f’)  deg(’), we have deg(g)  deg(X ~ X’). Hence ker(h) = H.
Finally, if il factors through Y, then H = 0 and h is an isomorphism. D

REMARK 2.10. When h is an isomorphism, diagram (11) is cartesian. Indeed, in
this case we have

Since X is faithfully flat over Y, this shows that X ~ X x  Y is an isomorphism.

COROLLARY 2.11 (see [8, p. 47]). Let G be a finite commutative group scheme
over k. Let X be a smooth projective variety with a free action of G. If Y = X/G is
an abelian variety, so is X.

Proof. In this case Pic03C4(Y) is an abelian variety. Hence the homomorphism h
in Lemma 2.9 is an isomorphism. Now (11) is cartesian by Remark 2.10, and Ily
is an isomorphism. Hence /lx is also an isomorphism. 0

THEOREM 2.12. Let X be a smooth projective variety and G be a commutative
infinitesimal group scheme over k such that dim(X)  rankk(03C9G). Suppose that X
has a free action of G. Then

(i) If Pic03C4(X) is reduced and connected, then X is an abelian variety;
(ii) If G is also infinitesimal and Pic(X) is reduced, then X is a very special (i.e.,

having no closed point of order p) abelian variety.
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Proof. We may assume that FG/K = 0, otherwise we can take ker(FG/k) instead
of G. Again use the above notation. By Lemma 1.1, we have 03A91X/k ~ 03C9G O Ox and
hence dim(X) = rankk(03C9G). By the functoriality of Frobenius, we have the

following commutative diagram

since FGx x/k factors through X. Hence FX/k factors through Y = X/G. However,
X is flat over both X(p) and Y of the same degree, so X(p) ~ Y
Under condition (i) or (ii), G can be identified with a subgroup scheme of X by

Lemma 2.9. Let i: G ~  be the inclusion morphism. Then i induces an

isomorphism 03C9 ~ 03C9G, and hence an isomorphism 03BC*X03A91 ~ 03A91X by Lemma 1.1
again. Therefore Ilx is finite. By [6, Theorem 51], Jlx is flat, hence étale. Therefore
X is an abelian variety by Serre-Lang’s Theorem ([9, p. 167]). Hence Ilx is an

isomorphism.
Finally, since G ~ ker(Vg/k), X is very special under condition (ii). D

REMARK 2.13. In Example 2.8, we can take X = E’ x E instead of E x E and
let G = ker(Fi1k)’ where E’ is a supersingular elliptic curve. Then G satisfies the
additional assumption of Theorem 2.7, but Y = X/G’ is still not an abelian

variety. Furthermore, in this case Pic(Y) must be non-reduced by Theorem 2.12,
since 03B1p is a subgroup scheme of Pic(Y) and Y is an ordinary elliptic curve.

EXAMPLE 2.14. Let G be a direct product of g copies of ap. Let X be a smooth
projective variety of dimension g over k such that Pic(X) is reduced. If X has a
free action of G, then X ~ Eg, where E is a supersingular elliptic curve (see [ 11,
Theorem 2]).
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